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Evidence for Faith Class

North Lanier Baptist Church

Six Sunday mornings at 9:00 am

August 13 through October 1, 2017

Travis Echols, Teacher

Evidence for Faith Class

� Faith and Reason

� Truth and Knowledge

� God’s existence and the problem of evil

� The Reliability of the New Testament and 

Jesus of Nazareth

� The Bible as God’s Word

� Bible Interpretation

Eight-week course outline

Does God Exist?Does God Exist? Theistic GodTheistic God

Religious
Humanism

Zen 
Buddhism

Hinduism

New Age

Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Tools of philosophical arguments:

� A proposition is a sentence that affirms or denies something.

� A premise is a proposition that supports a conclusion. 

� A conclusion is a proposition supported by premises. 

� A syllogism is the format for deductive arguments that aids 

in the analysis of the relationships between propositions. 

Deductive arguments are not limited to two premises; 

however, a syllogism is always two premises followed by a 

conclusion. 

Arguments for God’s Existence
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Tools of philosophical arguments:

Propositions are either true or false. A deductive argument 

guarantees the conclusion from the premises, and often infers 

from the general to particulars. Deductive arguments are either 

valid or invalid. A valid argument has the proper deductive form 

(the conclusion is necessary from the premises), but the 

premises could be false. Deductive arguments are also sound 

or unsound. A sound argument has a valid deductive form and

true premises.  For example,   

All men are mortal

Socrates is a man

Therefore, Socrates is mortal

Arguments for God’s Existence

Tools of philosophical arguments:

An inductive argument is probabilistic--the conclusion is not 

guaranteed from the premises--and often infers from particulars 

to the general. Inductive arguments are either strong or weak. A 

strong argument is considered to be greater than 50% but less 

than 100% probable, based on the premises. An argument 

could be strong but the premises be false. Inductive arguments 

are also reliable or unreliable. A reliable argument is a strong 

inductive argument with true/acceptable premises. For 

example,

The sun has risen every day of my life

Therefore, the sun will rise tomorrow

Arguments for God’s Existence

God is the best explanation of the origin of the universe.

(1) If the universe began to exist, then the universe has a 

transcendent cause. 

(2) The universe began to exist. 

(3) Therefore, the universe has a transcendent cause.

God is the best explanation of objective moral values and 

duties in the world.

(1) If God did not exist, objective moral values and duties would 

not exist. 

(2) Objective moral values and duties exist.

(3) Therefore, God exists.

Source:  William Lane Craig from his Rosenberg debate 

Arguments for God’s Existence

God is the best explanation of the fine-tuning of the universe 

for intelligent life.

(1) The fine-tuning of the universe is due to either physical 

necessity, chance, or design. 

(2) It is not due to physical necessity or chance. 

(3) Therefore, it is due to design.

God is the best explanation for why the universe exists.*

(1) Everything that exists is either receiving its existence from 

another or it necessarily exists by virtue of its essence. 

(2) Physical reality can either exist or not exist and therefore 

does not exist by virtue of its essence.

(3) Therefore, there must be something that exists by virtue of 

its essence, sustaining the existence of all other things. 

Sources:  William Lane Craig from his Rosenberg debate 

*Thomas Aquinas via Ratio Christ pamphlet What if Christianity is Actually 

True? How Can We Know and Why Does it Matter?      

Arguments for God’s Existence

God is the best explanation of intentional states of 

consciousness in the world.

(1) If God did not exist, intentional states of consciousness 

would not exist. 

(2) But intentional states of consciousness do exist. 

(3) Therefore, God exists.

God is the best explanation of the applicability of mathematics 

to the physical world.

(1) If God did not exist, the applicability of mathematics would 

be a happy coincidence. 

(2) The applicability of mathematics is not a happy coincidence. 

(3) Therefore, God exists.

Source:  William Lane Craig from his Rosenberg debate

Arguments for God’s Existence I Don’t Have Enough 
Faith to be an Atheist

The Cosmological Argument
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BEGINNING: 

DESIGN: 

MORALITY: 

Cosmological
Argument

Teleological
Argument

Moral
Argument

The number of past events is finite. An actual 

infinite number cannot exist in the concrete 

(outside the mind) but only in the abstract. 

The absurdities when dealing with infinity 

demonstrates this truth. For example, what is 

infinity minus infinity? Infinity! What is infinity 

minus 1,000,000,000? Infinity! What about 

infinity minus 8? Still infinity! Infinity is a 

concept only. An actual infinite set cannot 

exist as shown by the contradictory results 

when applying mathematics.

You cannot traverse the whole beginningless

past. You never would arrive at now. Yet here 

we are now. You can always add one more 

number, so you never arrive by adding one 

more event; thus future infinity is not 

obtainable. If future infinity is potential and not 

traversable, infinity past is too. Whatever 

negative number you start with, just add one 

more negative number. 

“With the proof now in place, 
cosmologists can no longer hide 
behind the possibility of a past-
eternal universe.  There is now 
no escape, they have to face the
problem of a cosmic beginning.” 

“Almost everyone now believes 

that the universe, and time itself, 

had a beginning at the Big Bang.” 

ECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

NIVERSE IS EXPANDING

ADIATION AFTERGLOW

REAT GALAXY SEEDS

INSTEIN’S GENERAL RELATIVITY

ECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
Thermodynamics—study of matter and energy

1st law is total amount of energy in the universe is constant 

2nd law-- usable energy is being converted to unusable energy

Usable energy is being used up—(athiests’ eschatology: no light, 

no heat, no life). This tendency toward disorder and equilibrium 

(because there are more disorderly states than orderly) is called 

entropy

The argument is that the universe would have already run down by 

now if it was infinite. It had to be wound up a finite time ago for it to 

not be wound down by now.

2nd law applies to closed systems where no new energy is being fed 

into it. According to atheism, the universe is a closed system.
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NIVERSE IS EXPANDING
In 1929, astronomer Edwin Hubble observed that the 

other galaxies are moving away from us

If the galaxies are moving apart, then previously they 

must have been closer together

The extrapolation back in time would be a singularity 

of infinite density in the finite past, which constitutes 

the edge or boundary of spacetime itself, beyond 

which is literally nothing 

This aligns with Einstein’s theory of General Relativity

Robert Jastrow

Founder of NASA’s Goddard 
Institute of Space Studies

“…astronomical 

evidence leads to a 

biblical view of the 

origin of the world…. 

the essential element 

in the astronomical 

and biblical accounts 

of Genesis is the same.” 

(Jastrow, God and the Astronomers, 14.)

Arno Penzias – “The best data we have (concerning the 
Big Bang) are exactly what I would have predicted had I 
had nothing to go on but the five books of Moses, the 
Psalms and the Bible as a whole.” 

Robert Wilson – “Certainly there was something that 
set it all off.... I can’t think of a better theory of the origin 
of the universe to match Genesis.” 

George Smoot – “There is no doubt that a parallel exists 
between the big bang as an event and the Christian 
notion of creation from nothing.” 

The bottom line from 
Dr. Robert Jastrow, 

agnostic astronomer 
and founder of Goddard 

Institute for Space Studies:

Dr. William Lane Craig
resurrected and has refined the Kalam
Cosmological Argument over the years 

in dozens of debates with leading 
atheists worldwide

BEGINNING: 

DESIGN: 

MORALITY: 

Cosmological
Argument

Teleological
Argument

Moral
Argument
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If the expansion rate of the 

universe was different by 

one part in a thousand, 

million, million a second 

after the big bang, the 

universe would have 

collapsed back on itself or 

never developed galaxies. 

• Robin Collins describes a few examples of this 

fine-tuning:

– If the strong nuclear force, the force that 

binds protons and neutrons together in an 

atom, had been stronger or weaker by as 

little as 5%, life would be impossible. (John 

Leslie, Universes 1989, pp. 4, 35; Barrow and 

Tipler, The Anthropic Cosmological 

Principle, p. 322.)

•

– Brandon Carter calculated if gravity had been 

stronger or weaker by 1 in 1040, then stars 

such as the sun could not exist. (Paul 

Davies, Superforce: The Search for a Grand 

Unified Theory of Nature 1984, p. 242.)

• Robin Collins describes a few examples of this 

fine-tuning:

– If the strong nuclear force, the force that 

binds protons and neutrons together in an 

atom, had been stronger or weaker by as 

little as 5%, life would be impossible. (John 

Leslie, Universes 1989, pp. 4, 35; Barrow and 

Tipler, The Anthropic Cosmological 

Principle, p. 322.)

•

– Brandon Carter calculated if gravity had been 

stronger or weaker by 1 in 1040, then stars 

such as the sun could not exist. (Paul 

Davies, Superforce: The Search for a Grand 

Unified Theory of Nature 1984, p. 242.)

• Robin Collins describes a few examples of this 

fine-tuning:

– If the neutron was not about 1.001 times the 

mass of the proton, all protons would have 

decayed into neutrons or all neutrons would 

have decayed into protons, and thus life 

would not be possible. (Leslie, Universes

1989, pp. 39-40)

•

– If the electromagnetic force were slightly 

stronger or weaker, life would be impossible, 

for a variety of different reasons. (Leslie, 

How to Draw Conclusions From a Fine-Tuned 

Cosmos 1988, p. 299.)

• Robin Collins describes a few examples of this 

fine-tuning:

– If the neutron was not about 1.001 times the 

mass of the proton, all protons would have 

decayed into neutrons or all neutrons would 

have decayed into protons, and thus life 

would not be possible. (Leslie, Universes

1989, pp. 39-40)

•

– If the electromagnetic force were slightly 

stronger or weaker, life would be impossible, 

for a variety of different reasons. (Leslie, 

How to Draw Conclusions From a Fine-Tuned 

Cosmos 1988, p. 299.)

Roger Penrose of Oxford 

University has estimated 

that the early entropy 

level of the universe had 

to be fine tuned to 1 part 

in 1010(123). (Road to 

Reality, p. 730)

Roger Penrose of Oxford 

University has estimated 

that the early entropy 

level of the universe had 

to be fine tuned to 1 part 

in 1010(123). (Road to 

Reality, p. 730)
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These dark plumes on Jupiter

are caused by comet fragments 

strikes, and they are bigger than 

the Earth!

1. Appearance of design is “overwhelming.”

2. There’s no explanation for it in physics.

“The Central Argument of my book” p. 157-58:

3. Maybe the multi-
universe theory (which 
relies on “luck”).

4. Who made God?
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Dawkins’ supposed defeater :

Who created God?
The question, “Who created God?” is 

incoherent in light of the definition of “God” 

held by most theists. If the definition of God 

is the eternal, self-existent source of all 

being, it would be equivalent to asking, 

“Who created the uncreated Being?” or 

“What was the cause of the uncaused first 

cause?” or “What caused the entity that has 

always existed to come into existence?”.  

Furthermore, I know of no one trying to 

argue for the existence of a created god; so 

this objection goes nowhere, being 

incoherent or a straw man. 

Scientific calculations indicate that the physical properties of 

the earth and its solar system are fine tuned to sustain life for 

advanced conscious beings such as humans: 

� Oxygen level, 

� transparency of atmosphere, 

� moon-earth gravitational interaction, 

� carbon dioxide level, 

� water vapor levels in atmosphere, 

� Jupiter’s protective gravitational field, 

� thickness of the earth’s crust, 

� earth’s rotation duration, 

� earth’s axial tilt, 

� atmospheric discharge (lightning), etc. 

(See Geisler/Turek, I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist)

Fine-tuning for life on earth

Arguments against Materialism

Thomas Nagel 
Author and University 

Professor in the 

Department of Philosophy 

and the School of Law at 

New York University 

“The modern materialistic approach 

to life has conspicuously failed to 

explain such central mind-related 

features of our world as 

consciousness, intentionality, 

meaning, and value.”

Mind and Cosmos
Why the Materialist Neo-

Darwinian conception of 

nature is almost certainly 

false

Argument for a Designer from Biology

Stephen Meyer,
Ph.D. in the philosophy of science 

from the University of Cambridge. 

A former geophysicist and college 

professor, he now directs 

Discovery Institute’s Center for 

Science and Culture

1. Information only comes from intelligence

2. DNA is information

3. Therefore DNA comes from intelligence

Arguments for a Designer

Stephen Meyer,
Ph.D. in the philosophy of science 

from the University of Cambridge. 

A former geophysicist and college 

professor, he now directs 

Discovery Institute’s Center for 

Science and Culture

Without design, not only would the chance 

of first life be negligible, but also new life 

forms as well, such as those Darwin was 

concerned about in what is called the 

Cambrian Explosion 

Arguments for God
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Arguments for God

1) What is the origin of the universe? Why is 

there something rather than nothing? How 

do you get matter and energy from 

nothingness? How do you get a rock out of 

nothing?

2) What is the origin of life? How do you get 

life from non-life? How do you go from a rock 

to a tree? 

3) What is the origin of mind? How does a 

living thing become a self-conscious being? 

How do you go from a tree, to an animal, to a 

human?

4) What is the origin of good and evil? How 

does an amoral being become morally 

aware? 

Why Atheism Fails: Four Big Bangs

Frank Pastore, Former 

Major League Baseball 

pitcher who became one of 

the nation’s most popular 

Christian-radio hosts

BEGINNING:

DESIGN: 

MORALITY:

Cosmological
Argument

Teleological
Argument

Moral
Argument

1. The Nazis were not wrong

2. Love is no better than rape

3. Freedom is no better than slavery

4. Tolerance is no better than 
intolerance

5. Religious crusades are not wrong

6. Can’t complain about the problem of 
evil

“{As an atheist} my argu-
ment against God was that 
the universe seemed so 
cruel and unjust.  But how 
had I got this idea of just 
and unjust?  A man does not 
call a line crooked unless he 
has some idea of a straight 
line. What was I comparing 
this universe with when I 
called it  unjust?” 

C.S. Lewis

Mere Christianity, p 45.

Straight Line = StandardStraight Line = Standard

• Atheists Can’t Be Moral– They Can

• Atheists Don’t Know Morality– They Do

• Atheists can’t justify morality. They can 
theorize about how we know murder is 
wrong, but atheism provides no 
immaterial objective standard that 
establishes why murder is wrong.

• An immaterial objective standard of 
justice requires a theistic God.

BEGINNING: 

DESIGN: 

MORALITY: 

Cosmological
Argument

Teleological
Argument

Moral
Argument
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COSMOLOGICAL: The Beginning
• Is Timeless, Spaceless,  and Immaterial
• Is Extremely Powerful (He created out of nothing.)

TELEOLOGICAL: Design
• Is Extremely Intelligent
• Has Purpose

MORAL: Morality
• Is Absolutely Morally Perfect 
• Is Personal

This is the God of Biblical Christianity 
(identified without reference to the Bible)

There are good reasons to believe that a personal, intelligent, good, powerful, 

transcendent, immutable, eternal God exists. 

1. The universe began and thus had a supernatural and immensely powerful 

transcendent cause. 

2. A totally independent being must exist to ground in existence all caused, 

dependent beings. 

3. Life is based on highly-specified complex information which, from our 

uniform experience, comes only from intelligence. Since chance and 

necessity fail to explain the fine-tuning of physics and the complex 

genetic language of life, design is the only other option.

a. the exquisite fine-tuned constants and values of physics that  allow 

any life in the universe (that allow chemistry and matter)

b. the highly-complex, molecular, genetic language that instructs the 

building and replication of all living organisms 

4. Humans have a mind, consciousness, free will, love, and a sense of 

moral awareness and human dignity which are best explained by a 

personal, thinking, loving, moral law-giver. Music, mathematics and the 

applicability of mathematics to the physical world are also best explained 

by God rather than by coincidence. 

All atheistic arguments to explain the outer world of nature and the inner world 

of personhood fail. All atheistic arguments against God’s existence fail. 

Religious
Humanism

Zen 
Buddhism

Hinduism

New Age

Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Could Be True:
1. Judaism

2. Christianity

3. Islam

Could Be True:
1. Judaism

2. Christianity

3. Islam

Cannot Be True:
1. Hinduism

2. Buddhism

3. New Age

4. Secular Humanism

5. Mormonism

6. Polytheism

7. Wicca

8. Confucianism

9. Taoism

Cannot Be True:
1. Hinduism

2. Buddhism

3. New Age

4. Secular Humanism

5. Mormonism

6. Polytheism

7. Wicca

8. Confucianism

9. Taoism

Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Which Is True:

1.Judaism

2.Christianity

3.Islam

Which Is True:

1.Judaism

2.Christianity

3.Islam


